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Project Description (Proposed actions, location, and/or consequences).
The proposed project represents partial implementation of a planned off-road multi-use path as identified in the Eastern
Goleta Valley Community Plan and the Santa Barbara County Association of Governments Regional Plan. This project
consists of expanding an existing Class 2 bike lane to a Class 1 multi-use bike/pedestrian path along the south side of
Modoc Road. The proposed multi-use path alignment extends the Obern Trail (near the western Encore Drive
intersection) to near the Via Senda intersection. The western end of the proposed multi-use path would tie into an
existing bike path south of the Modoc Road/Encore Drive intersection. The eastern terminus of the proposed multi-use
path would be at Via Senda along the southern shoulder of Modoc Road.

Identify the project’s significant or potentially significant effects and briefly describe any proposed mitigation measures that
would reduce or avoid that effect.
The loss of 3 protected coast live oak trees (at least six inches in diameter) is considered a significant impact and would
be mitigated by planting coast live oaks at a mitigation ratio of 10:1 for one-gallon container plants or 5:1 with
fifteen-gallon container plants.
Potential impacts to nesting Cooper’s hawk, oak titmouse, Allen’s hummingbird and other native birds are considered
significant and would be mitigated by conducting all project-related vegetation removal prior to construction and outside
of the nesting season (February 1 to August 31), if feasible. If vegetation removal must occur during the nesting season,
nest avoidance measures would be implemented.
Although cultural resources were not found during site assessment activities, avoidance measures would be
implemented if any cultural resources were discovered during construction.
Construction near flammable vegetation may increase fire hazards, which would be mitigated by implementation of a Fire
Awareness and Avoidance Plan.
Construction noise may significantly impact nearby residences, which would be mitigated by work hours restrictions,
noise shielding and/or noise barriers.
Storm water run-off during the construction period may significantly degrade water quality, which would be mitigated by
implementation of a storm water pollution control plan.
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If applicable, describe any of the project’s areas of controversy known to the Lead Agency, including issues raised by
agencies and the public.

A Draft IS/MND was prepared for this project and was circulated for review by responsible agencies and the public
between May 12 and June 13, 2022. Based on comments received during the public comment period and other input
from the public and user groups, the IS/MND has been revised to modify the alignments considered for the proposed
multi-use path. Several multi-use path alignments were identified with the primary goal of reducing the number of trees to
be removed and impacts at the Modoc Preserve. As analyzed in this Revised IS/MND, neither alignment would result in
unmitigable, significant environmental impacts.
The two alignments considered are:
A. Along the south side of Modoc Road, adjacent to traffic lanes and exclusively within the County right-of-way,
which would avoid any impacts to the Modoc Preserve.
B. Along the south side of Modoc Road, partially within the County right-of-way closer to traffic lanes as compared
to the alignment analyzed in the previous IS/MND, and partially within the Modoc Preserve, which would substantially
reduce the number of trees requiring removal.
Alignment B has been identified as the preferred alignment because it would:
• Meet the project objectives of providing a path separated from traffic lanes and
connecting existing paths.
• Reduce the number of trees requiring removal.
• Reduce the need for retaining walls.
• Not affect existing trails within the Modoc Preserve.

Provide a list of the responsible or trustee agencies for the project.
Central Coast Regional Water Quality Control Board
California Department of Fish and Wildlife
The Land Trust for Santa Barbara County

